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Cooking outside in the sun is one of life’s great pleasures,
and something Jamie is really passionate about. Together
with his barbecue team, Jamie has come up with a range of
fantastic barbecues and wood-fired ovens that are ideal for
any alfresco occasion − whether it’s a quick cook-up with
some friends or a big garden party for the whole street.
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Our gas barbecues are designed to
make cooking for a crowd supersimple. Built with heavy-duty cast
iron grills and stainless steel control
panels, each barbecue is hardwearing and built to last. With a
range of brilliant practical features
including thermometers in the
lids, warming racks to keep things
hot and wheels for extra mobility,
these barbecues ensure you have
everything you need to create perfect
food, every time.
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Explorer
5500
6500

2 BURNERS
3 BURNERS

Available

COLOURS
Explorer
Black

Home
HOME 3S
HOME 4S

3 BURNERS + SIDE BURNER
4 BURNERS + SIDE BURNER

Home
Black

Pro
PRO 4
PRO 6
DUAL FUEL
		

6

4 BURNERS + SIDE BURNER
6 BURNERS + SIDE BURNER
CHARCOAL PLUS 3 BURNER
+ SIDE BURNER

Grey

Red pepper

Grey

Dark sky

Coconut white

Red pepper

Grey

Dark sky

Coconut white

Pro
Black
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Explorer
BARBECUES

MULTIPLE

This compact, powerful gas barbecue has
been designed to fit all of your needs. A
portable version to bring wherever you
are going and a perfect working height
when using the entire framework.

WAYS TO USE

Explorer 5500

X2

2 BURNERS GAS GRILL

This compact, powerful gas barbecue has been
designed to fit all of your needs. A portable version
to bring wherever you are going and a perfect
working height when using the entire framework.
• 2-burner gas barbecue
• Cast aluminium
• Folding side tables
• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer
• Black sail panel
• Bottom rack for storage
• Cooking area: 56 x 38cm
• Height: 111cm, Width: 130cm, Depth: 59cm

Black
Grey

P8040
P8043
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Explorer 6500
3 BURNERS GAS GRILL

To barbecue in style, this luxurious three-burner has enough
grill space to serve your family. The cast aluminium is firm
and light, ideal for every outdoor cooking situation.

Easy to
assemble

X3

• 3-burner gas barbecue
• Cast aluminium
• Folding side tables
• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer
• Black sail panel
• Bottom rack for storage
• Cooking area: 65 x 41cm
• Height: 113cm, Width: 145cm, Depth: 62cm

Black
Grey

10

P8540
P8543
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Home
BARBECUES

All our Home barbecues are designed to be
practical, hard-wearing and easy to use,
so when the sun comes out all you need to
focus on is the food.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Home 3

3-BURNER GAS GRILL
without side burner

X3

Home 3S

+ SIDE BURNER

3-BURNER GAS GRILL
WITH SIDE BURNER

X4

+ SIDE BURNER

Home 4S

4-BURNER GAS GRILL
WITH SIDE BURNER

With three burners and another side burner,
this barbecue is perfect if you’re entertaining.
Full of exciting features and with some serious
stuff under the hood, it won’t let you down.

The biggest of the Home series, designed for party
people or the larger family. This model combines the
fun qualities found throughout the Home series with
a huge cooking area. Perfect for the entertainer!

• 3 straight-burner barbecue plus side burner

• 4 straight-burner barbecue plus side burner

• Cast iron grill with warming rack

• Cast iron grill with warming rack

•	Insulated hood

•	Insulated hood

•	Trolley with bottom board for storage
of all your BBQ accessories

•	Trolley with bottom board for storage
of all your BBQ accessories

•	Powder-coated cold roll steel front panel

•	Powder-coated cold roll steel front panel

• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer

• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer

• 2 x feature alloy-style wheels

Zink
alloy

• Cooking area: 64 x 45cm
• Height: 114cm, Width: 135cm, Depth: 62cm
Black
Red pepper
Grey
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G1240
G1241
G1243

Dark Sky
White

G1248
G1250

Bottle
opener

• 2 x feature alloy-style wheels

Cast
iron

• Cooking area: 85 x 45cm
• Height: 114cm, Width: 157cm, Depth: 62cm
Black
Red pepper
Grey

G1340
G1341
G1343

Dark Sky
White

G1348
G1350
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Pro
BARBECUES

You don’t have to be a professional to want professional
kit. So we’ve created our Pro range, built to the best
standards and with all the gadgets a serious barbecue
lover would ever need.

Pro 4

4-BURNER GAS GRILL
WITH SIDE BURNER
With an extra burner, the Pro 4 is designed for those
cooking for a crowd, but it's still every bit as practical,
compact and manoeuvrable.

X4

+ SIDE BURNER

Zink
alloy

• 4 U-shaped burners barbecue plus side burner
• Cast iron grill with warming rack

Extra
large

• 4 x castor wheels for easy mobility
• Full storage cabinet
• Stainless steel hood with door handle
• Double insulated hood
• Door handles with silicone grips
• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer
• Single hot plate
• Cooking area: 85 x 45cm
• Height: 122cm, Width: 157cm, Depth: 60cm
Black
Red pepper
Grey

G1540
G1541
G1543

Dark Sky
White

G1548
G1550
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Pro 6

6-BURNER GAS GRILL
WITH SIDE BURNER

Take your barbecues to the next level with this serious piece of kit. Complete with six burners plus
additional side burner and a full storage cabinet, this is the ultimate in outdoor cooking.

X6

+ SIDE BURNER

• 6 U-shaped burners barbecue plus side burner

Black
Red pepper
Grey

G1640
G1641
G1643

Dark Sky
White

G1648
G1650

• Cast iron grill with warming rack
• 4 x castor wheels for easy mobility
• Full storage cabinet
• Stainless steel hood with door handle
• Double insulated hood
• Door handles with silicone grips
• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer
• Single hot plate
• Cooking area: 106 x 45cm
• Height: 122cm, Width: 179cm, Depth: 60cm
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Dual Fuel

CHARCOAL PLUS PRO 4 GAS GRILL
WITH SIDE BURNER

The epic Dual Fuel is the best of both worlds. It gives you the convenience of
a gas barbecue combined with the real char flavour of a charcoal barbecue.
This huge piece of kit is the real deal, super-sleek and built to last.

Argentinian
grill

Bottle
opener
• 4 U-shaped burners barbecue plus side
burner, bullet

• Door handles with silicone grips

• Cast iron grill with warming rack

• Argentinian grill system

• 4 x castor wheels for easy mobility

• Easy-to-empty ash catcher

• Full storage cabinet

• Big charcoal cooking surface with easy refill
option

• Stainless steel hood and door handles

• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer

• Double insulated hood

20
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Built from stainless steel with
enamel-coated lids, these barbecues
aren’t just good looking, they’re tough.
They're also packed with clever
features that make cooking over
charcoal easy, including curved grill
trays to stop food falling through and
adjustable ventilation to get the perfect
airflow. They’re simple, practical,
adaptable and easy to use.

22
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Colours:
Sunflower yellow
Salsa red
Turquoise
Smoky blue
Cool grey
Charcoal black

552881
552883
552884
552882
552885
552880

Park

Whether you're heading to the park,
a festival or just the back garden, the
Park barbecue is the perfect way to cook on
the go. Available in six colours with a bright
silicone grip, this portable barbecue is bound
to brighten up any summer day. Despite being
light enough to carry, the Park barbecue is
durable and tough with an enamel-coated lid
to make it last even longer.
• Locking clips for easy storage and carrying
•	Detachable expander ring acts to expand
height and aid convection cooking, as well
as acting as a windbreak
• Stylish silicone trims
• Upper and lower ventilation rings allow
maximum control. Internal lid heat diffuser
• Cooking area: 34.5cm
• Height: 47cm, Width: 37cm, Depth: 37cm
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one BBQ

47 cm
47 cm
Sizzler one

Sizzler premium

Get the best out of the summer with this brilliant
barbecue, it’s so easy to move – you can bring out
this baby whenever you feel like it.

• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer

• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer

• Detachable expander ring acts to expand
height and aid convection cooking

• Soft-grip silicone sleeves

• Locking clips for easy storage and carrying

• Locking clips for easy storage and carrying

• Soft-grip silicone sleeves

• 2 x feature alloy-style wheels
• Stainless steel upper and lower vents for
maximum control of heat intensity
• Ash catcher

Easy storage
locking clips

• 2 x feature alloy-style wheels
• Stainless steel upper and lower vents for
maximum control of heat intensity
• Detachable ash catcher

• Cooking area 43.5cm

• Cooking area 43.5cm

• Height: 98cm, Width: 50cm, Depth:53.5cm

• Height: 105cm, Width: 50cm, Depth: 53.5cm

552548

554047
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Detachable
ash catcher
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Classic premium

57 cm

57 cm

The Classic barbecue has everything you
need to make cooking outside simple,
from an extra-large thermometer to a bottom
storage shelf. It's built to last, fun to use
and makes alfresco cooking authentic
and easy − just how Jamie likes it.
• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer
• 2 x feature alloy-style wheels

Classic one

•	Detachable expander ring acts to expand
height and aid convection cooking, as well
as acting as a windbreak

• 2 x feature alloy-style wheels

• Stainless steel upper and lower vents for
maximum control of heat intensity

• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer
• Stainless steel upper and lower vents for
maximum control of heat intensity
• Ash catcher

Extra
Large

• 2 x shelf with condiment/bottle
storage facility
• Detachable ash catcher

• Cooking area 53.5cm

• Cooking area: 53.5cm

• Height: 109.5cm, Width: 62cm, Depth: 65.5cm

• Height: 120cm, Width: 57cm, Depth: 66cm

554054

552669
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Detachable
ash catcher
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Classic entertainer

Lid
holder

The Classic entertainer gives you all the efforts of
the classic barbecue but with a lot of extra working
space. The wooden shelves can be used as serving
plates as well.
• Extra-large Jamie Oliver thermometer
• 2x feature alloy-style wheels

• Detachable expander ring acts to expand height
and aid convention cooking, as well as acting as a
windbreak
• Stainless steel upper and lower vents for maximum
control of heat intensity
• 2 x wooden shelves for extra workspace that also
double up as serving boards
• Lid holder
• Detachable ash catcher

Serving
boards

• Cooking area: 53.5cm
• Height: 116cm, Width: 140cm, Depth: 60cm
555738
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ovens

Wood-fired ovens are about more
than just pizza. Not only can you use
them to bake beautiful breads, turn
out golden vegetables and melt-inthe-mouth stews, but cooking next
to an open fire brings out unique
flavours in every dish.
Cooking in these ovens forces you to
slow down, to reconnect with food
and work with nature. These ovens
bring friends and family together and
get you outside in all seasons.
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Dome60

Dome80

Fire up your imagination with the compact and powerful Dome60
Leggero wood-fired oven. It arrives at your door with a pre-assembled
domed oven, metal stand and accessories, which are all included in the
price. It is crack resistant, waterproof and still retains its artisan appeal
without compromising cooking performance or heat retention qualities.
And if you want to make more of a style statement, the oven's exterior
can be painted in any colour you like.*

This extra-large pre-assembled wood-fired oven makes light work
of cooking up delicious crowd-pleasing food outdoors, whatever the
weather. And if you want to make more of a style statement, the oven's
exterior can be painted in any colour you like.*

LEGGERO

LEGGERO

60 cm

80 cm

+

+
• Handmade in Italy

• Handmade in Italy

• Top shell made of composite material

• Top shell made of composite material

• Crack resistant

• Crack resistant

• Waterproof

• Waterproof

• Internal cooking floor: 60cm

• Internal cooking floor: 80cm

• External width: 87cm

• External width: 101cm

• External depth: 94.5cm

• External depth: 114cm

• Oven height without flue: 57.5cm

• Oven height without flue: 63cm

• Oven height with flue: 105cm

• Oven height with flue: 104cm

• Entrance to cooking floor: Width: 30cm, Height: 20cm

• Entrance to cooking floor: Width: 39cm, Height: 22cm

• Front floor: Width: 40.5cm, Depth: 31cm

• Front floor section: Width 45cm: Depth: 25cm

• Oven weight: 160kg

• Stand height from ground: 93cm

• Stand height from ground: 93cm

• Stand ground space: width: 81cm, Depth: 81cm

• Stand ground space: Width: 81cm, Depth 81cm

• Stand weight: 16kg

• Stand weight: 16kg

• Oven weight: 190kg

• Compact

• Pre-assembled

• Pre-assembled

• Professional

• Free paddle and brush included

• Free paddle and brush included

553576

553577
* Use only acrylic paint
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LARGE

* Use only acrylic paint
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Barbecue

TOOLS

ACCESSORIES

Style up your chosen barbecue with this great range of accessories.

Made of brushed stainless steel with chunky
acacia wood handles, our lovely, sturdy tools
mean you can reach into super-sizzling barbecues
without ever getting hot under the collar.

SOLID & STYLISH

EASY
TO
USE
& EASY TO CLEAN

SPATULA

The solid yet simple design of this spatula makes it easy to slide under the juiciest steak or the most delicate
cut of fish. With a serrated edge on one side, it’s easy to cut into your meat to check it’s cooked, too.
• Stainless steel
• Acacia wood handle
• 53 x 9cm
553431

BBQ TOOLS SET OF 2 ACACIA WOOD
• Tong
• Spatula
• 48 x 21cm
554258

BBQ TOOLS SET OF 3 ACACIA WOOD
•
•
•
•

Tong
Spatula
Fork
48x 26cm

554259

FORK

This fork helps you handle the largest joints and makes carving a breeze.
Its simple design means it is easy to use and easy to clean.
• Stainless steel
• Acacia wood handle
• 46 x 3cm
553430

TONGS

These sturdy and stylish tongs are easy to use and easy to clean.
Perfect for handling steaks, sausages and fish.
• Stainless steel
• Acacia wood handle
• 46 x 10cm
553429

CLEANING BRUSH

This cleaning brush easily cleans your cooking grates. Its smart design and steel brush will get your BBQ
ready for the next grilling. Its great grip and sturdy material make it easy to use.
• Stainless steel
• Acacia wood handle
• 45 x 7cm
553433
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PREMIUM TOOLS

PREMIUM CLEANING BRUSH

PREMIUM GRILL RACK

554143

554165

PREMIUM BASTING BRUSH

PREMIUM TONG

554142

554145

PREMIUM TRIANGULAR CLEANING BRUSH

PREMIUM PIZZA SPADE

554144

554166

• Stainless steel
• 52 x 10cm

• Stainless steel
• 52 x 9cm

WOOD CHIPS
Pork
Meat
Fish
Poultry
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554172
554174
554173
554171

PREMIUM TOOL SMOKER
BOX
• Stainless steel
554169

• Stainless steel
• 52 x 19cm

• Stainless steel
• 56 x 15cm

• Stainless steel
• 52 x 9cm

• Stainless steel
• Aluminum
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BBQ ROTISSERIE LARGE
Pro 6

553996
French plug
EU plug - type F 555134
UK plug		
555139

BBQ ROTISSERIE MEDIUM
Home 4 / Pro 4

PREMIUM TOOLS SKEWER

553997
French plug
EU plug - type F 555135
UK plug		
555140

• Set of 4 pcs
• 40 x 9cm
554170

BBQ ROTISSERIE SMALL

Home 2 / Home 3 / Pro 3 / Classic
553998
French plug
EU plug - type F 555136
UK plug		
555141

BBQ S/S TOOL SET OF 3
•
•
•
•

Tong
Spatula
Fork
52 x 25cm

554253

BBQ S/S TOOL SET OF 2
• Tong
• Spatula
• 52 x 18cm
554252
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PIZZA STONE 13"
WITH ALUMINIUM SLIDER
• 35 x 35cm
554139

CHARCOAL DIVIDER
• Stainless steel
• 53 x 39cm
556606
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Barbecue
COOKWARE
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18 CM SAUCEPAN

VEGETABLE PAN

555758

555761

24CM FRY PAN

28 CM FRY PAN

555759

555760

30CM CHICKEN FRYER

HANDLE

555762

555763
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Barbecue
COVERS

WOOD-FIRED OVEN COVER
DOME 60 AND 80

Plain covers

555496		

CLASSIC BBQ COVER
555494
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JO barbecue cover HOME 3 & HOME 3S

555477

JO barbecue cover HOME 4S

555481

JO barbecue cover PRO 4

555490

JO barbecue cover PRO 6

555492

JO barbecue cover Explorer 5500

556287

JO barbecue cover Explorer 6500

556288

DIE-CAST GRIDDLE SINGLE
• 45 x 22cm
554225

DIE-CAST GRIDDLE DOUBLE
• 45 x 44cm
554224
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